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Program Schedule

This e-journal, *Value Based Purchasing*, is a product of The College for Advanced Management of Health Benefits, a unique training program designed to help employee benefit managers meet the growing challenges of providing high quality health benefits and managing rising benefit costs. The College offers a practical, intensive program that focuses on benefits purchasing techniques and skills that emphasize improving the value, quality-cost ratio, and effectiveness of health care services purchased on behalf of employees. The program is a collaboration between the HealthCare21 Business Coalition in Tennessee, the National Business Coalition on Health, and the Department of Health Policy of Thomas Jefferson University.

Three College sessions are held each year. Remaining programs for 2007 are scheduled for:
- June 4-6 in Nashville, TN
- September 24-26 in Columbus, OH

For more information, or registration materials, please contact Jeannine Kinney, Program Coordinator, at jeannine.kinney@jefferson.edu, or 215-955-1709.